This paper describes our approach to the Emotion Intensity shared task. A parallel architecture of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long short term memory networks (LSTM) alongwith two sets of features are extracted which aid the network in judging emotion intensity. Experiments on different models and various features sets are described and analysis on results has also been presented.
Introduction
Sentiment analysis is an area of active research in the field of natural language processing. It aims to identify the sentiment expressed by the author of some form of textual data. Apart from the entities available in text, identification of opinion, sentiment, nuances, sarcasm etc., provide important contextual clues that help in natural language understanding and more complex information extraction tasks. The strength of the emotions expressed in text help quantify and compare subjective expressions and can be used downstream as well. Traditional fact-based approaches are rule based and prove insufficient for modern-day NLP requirements especially with large amounts of polarized short, noisy text from social media platforms such as Twitter. Twitter has become a rich source of user opinions and spread of information on this social site has far reaching consequences. Emotion Intensity task in WASSA-2016 aims to explore various approaches of determining the intensity of certain emotions expressed by a speaker via a tweet (Mohammad and BravoMarquez, 2017) . Our approach is to explore the use of a Deep Learning framework for the same.
A significant amount of research in Natural Language Processing focuses on identifying the sentiment polarity of a given text, rather than the degree to which a given emotion is present in a text. A similar task was proposed in SemEval 2016 Task 7, and on a smaller scale in SemEval-2015 Task 10 'Sentiment Analysis in Twitter' Subtask E (Rosenthal et al., 2015) . The data for this task consists of tweets across various domains, classified into four emotions : joy, sadness, anger and fear. The training data additionally carries a real-valued score between 0 and 1 per tweet, indicating the degree of the emotion (that the tweet is classified as) the present in the tweet.
Related Work
In SemEval 2016 Task 7 the objective was to attribute an intensity score to English and Arabic phrases (Kiritchenko et al., 2016) . Mostly supervised methods were used, with a variety of features, including different sentiment lexicons, word embeddings, point wise mutual information (PMI) scores between terms (single words and multiword phrases), lists of words which express negation, modifiers etc. Team ECNU (Wang et al., 2016) approached it as a ranking task, using Random Forest algorithm. UWB, iLab-Edinburgh and NileTMRG all treated the task as a regression problem, and had supervised approaches. UWB used Gaussian Regression (Hercig et al., 2016) , while iLab-Edinburgh went in for linear regression (Refaee and Rieser, 2016) . Team LSIS (Htait et al., 2016) had a completely unsupervised approach, using sentiment lexicons and PMI scores.
Similar approaches, that is, usage of sentiment lexicons in a supervised setup, word embeddings, etc. were also seen in the proposed systems of SemEval 2015 Task 10 (Subtask E) (Rosenthal et al., 2015) .
Methodology

Preprocessing
Text from tweets are inherently noisy. They contain twitter specific words along with hashtags and username mentions. Cleaning the text before further processing helps to generate better features and semantics. We employ the following preprocessing steps.
• Hashtags are important markers for determining sentiment or user intent. The "#" symbol is removed and the word itself is retained.
• Username mentions, i.e.words starting with "@", generally provide no information in terms of sentiment. Hence such terms are removed completely from the tweet. If however, the text contains multiple tweets as part of a single conversation, the user mentions would have been an important aspect.
• Emoticons (for example, ':(',':)', ':P' etc) are removed during embedding generation although they are retained while feature extraction.
• Extra spaces are removed.
Feature Generation
For extracting Lexicon Features, we follow the procedure as per the baseline system provided in the WASSA Emotion Intensity Task. The knowledge sources that have been used are: MPQA subjective lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) , Bing Liu lexicon (Ding et al., 2008) , AFINN (Nielsen, 2011) , Sentiment140 (Kiritchenko et al., 2014) (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007) . Two more features are calculated on the basis of emoticons (obtained from AFINN (Nielsen, 2011) ) and negations present in the text. Following the baseline system, we generate 45 features for each tweet, which we term as Feature Set A.
In addition to this, we use the SentiNeuron model proposed by (Radford et al., 2017) to generate another feature. It is an unsupervised method of generating sentiment signals. LSTM based network with 4096 units have been trained on a 82 million large Amazon reviews dataset to predict next word. Output of 2388th unit, which is sentiment signal is used as feature. This feature is then normalized between 0 to 1, and further referred to as Feature Set B.
Thus for each tweet, we arrive at 46 features generated as above. Parallel architecture of CNN and LSTM layers are used to extract important words as well as the temporal information contained in the sentence. Details of the parallel architecture are presented in subsection 3.6
Embeddings
The processed text is then converted to word embeddings. Converting text into word embeddings represents each word of the text into a d dimensional vector (Mikolov et al., 2013 ). We use available pre-trained embeddings which are trained on large data set. The following modules were used:
GloVe Word Embeddings -trained on 2 billion tweets from twitter (Pennington et al., 2014) , vectors of 25, 50, 100 and 200 dimensions are provided as part of the pre-trained model. For this work, we use the 200 dimensional vectors. GloVe embeddings are used for the datasets corresponding to anger, fear and joy emotions.
Edinburgh Embeddings -trained on 10 million tweets for sentiment classification, they provide 400 dimensional vectors (Petrovic et al., 2010) . We use them for sadness emotion.
Each tweet can further be divided in words, and we assume maximum number of words in any tweet be 35. This assumption is in line with the 140 characters limit on each tweet. Each tweet is thus represented as a 35 × d matrix, where d is the output dimension of embeddings of a single word.
CNN Model
Convolution Neural Network based models have been used extensively in extracting textual features in NLP (Poria et al., 2015) (Kim, 2014) . Three parallel CNN layers are employed to get bigrams, trigrams and 4-grams (Johnson and Zhang, 2014) . With each of these layers two convolution filters are used to traverse through entire matrix. The width of each filter is fixed to d (the dimension of embeddings for each word), hence one dimensional convolution is used. To get a single value from the outputs of the filters, we use Max Pooling. As mentioned earlier maximum number of words that tweet contains is assumed to be 35, max pooling values for bigrams, trigrams and 4-grams are 34, 33 and 32 respectively. Max pooling layer selects single value from each filter, therefore output of CNN architecture is 6 features for each tweet. Figure 1 shows the CNN architecture with an example sentence. 
LSTM model
The inherent characteristics of sequence in text makes extraction of textual features a prime candidate for the use of Recurrent Neural Networks. RNNs are suited for capturing temporal relationships, which, in our case, are exhibited by words. Long short term memory networks (LSTMs) are a type of Recurrent Neural Networks which can easily capture long term dependences in a sequence, overcoming the common problem of vanishing gradient (Goldberg, 2016) . Figure 2 shows the LSTM architecture with an example. Similar to CNN architecture, LSTM also receives a matrix for a tweet as input. At each step, embeddings of single word is provided. The number of LSTMs is a hyper parameter, fixed at 10 for this task. The model outputs a feature vector of dimension 10. 
Unified Model
Proposed system architecture is presented in Figure 3 , which integrates convolutional neural network (CNN) and Long short term memory networks (LSTM). As shown, output of CNN and LSTM is merged, along with feature sets A and B. Before merging output of CNN layer is flatten to match dimension of other features. This is achieved through the Merge layer as shown. Output of merge layer is then propagated to fully connected neural network layer with 10 hidden units. Finally, output layer is defined with single hidden unit. Separate experiments were performed using CNN and LSTM layers, as well as a combination of each with features, followed by our proposed model. Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Spearman's Correlation Coefficient are used as metrics.
• LSTM layer followed by dense layer is trained with mean square error as loss function. RMSProp (Hinton et al., 2012) was used as optimizer as it is effective for Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Two experiments done for this, one with features and one without.
• CNN layer followed by dense layer is trained with mean square error as loss function. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used as the optimizer. Two experiments done for this, one with features and one without.
• The unified model, described previously, is also used in two experiments. In one, it is trained with mean square error as loss function, irrespective of emotion, and uses Adam as optimizer. The second experiment with the unified model is the proposed system, where Mean Square Error loss function is used for joy and anger and custom loss function is used for fear and sadness.
Results on the development dataset are shown in Table 1 . Along with models defined above baseline results are also shown.
In order to demonstrate the difference brought about by the separate feature sets used, Table 3 shows Pearson Score on the development set with and without different sets.An identical set of experiments are conducted replacing the mean square error function with a custom loss function. Custom loss is defined as loss = 1 − P earson Correlation Table 4 compares the results on the development set for each emotion based on the loss function used. All the above experiments are replicated on the test set. Figure 5 and Figure 4 shows experiments with different set of features with mean square error as loss function and custom loss function respectively. It is evident that trend which was evident in development set about fear and sadness emotion performing better does not hold true for test set. Table 2 shows the results of different data on test set. It is observed that LSTM model outperform the unified model on test set. This points to the disparity in test and development data in terms of words. Although vocabulary was expanded to include words in test set, the sentiment relatedness is hard to capture using CNN.
Analysis
It can be seen that different feature sets play an important role in guiding the model. In Table 3 feature set A provided a significant improvement in the results whereas feature set B alone degraded the performance of the system, albeit when merged with feature set A, the results improve. Table 4 compares the results on the development set for each emotion based on the loss function used. It shows that the custom loss function performs better in fear and sadness emotions. 
Conclusion
We have applied a unified deep learning model to the emotion intensity task on twitter data. Two sets of features have been extracted using traditional NLP methods and recent deep learning based feature generation. LSTM and CNN based models have been implemented for regression task. A mixture of LSTM and CNN has been proposed. Experiments on combination of feature set on models are presented. Results shows that features help as indicated by the higher correlation. In addition to that mixture model performs better on development set while on test set LSTM model proves to be more accurate.
